Marine Excursions

THE SANDBANK TRIP
At low tide, a sandbank protrudes to offer a walk on the
purest white coral sand. h e perfect beach to relax on
surrounded by azure blue waters. h e excursion relies
heavily on the tides, currents, and weather conditions and
is not always possible. Th is will require some planning
between you and the resort management. A cooler box
of fruits and refreshments is brought along. It is a 15
minute boat ride from the resort on the most northern
point of Pemba Island.
$0per person with boat.$25 per person with Ngalawa.

NGALAWA SUNSET CRUISE
An Ngalawa is the traditional sailing vessel used by
fishermen on the island. Leaving from the beach at
around 5:00 pm, you will cruise along the shoreline over
the reefs enjoying the sunset, the thrill of the sail and
a refreshment. $5 dollars per person paid directly to
the local fishing captain.

SNORKELLING FOR CONSERVATION
Our house reef, directly in front of the resort, lies within
our conservation area. Hundreds of species of marine life
and crystal clear tropical waters make this a must for all
nature lovers. Every morning by Ngalawa at 7am.
All revenues are donated to the local Marine Conservation
Area Committee and wardens. Further donations are
very welcome and appreciated. Our conservation boxes
can be found at the diving centre and main lounge area.
$15 per person.

SNORKELLING TRIP
Experience the vast numbers of marine life and reefs
through the clear blue waters of Pemba Island in our
chosen snorkelling spots. You will be taken out with a
guide and shown the colourful, vibrant life, lying just
under the surface.
Near Reef $5 per person. Far Reef $5 per person.

KAYAK SAFARI
Discover a remote mangrove wilderness by kayak safari. We will take
you and kayak on a sail south along the coast line. Once we reach the
mangroves at Njao Gap, your kayak adventure begins along the thick
mangrove forests and inlets. Discover this unique mangrove environment, habitat to exotic bird and marine life. A bountiful picnic, on a
secluded beach, after the exercise is of course also included. You may
even bump into a pod of spinner dolphin on the way.
5his 3-4 hour excursion is tide and weather dependent.
Go by Ngalawa for $ per person.

KAYAK
You are welcome to make use of the kayaks on the beach.
Venture out and enjoy reefs and vibrant marine life below.
Paddles can be found in the dive centre. No cost.

Marine Excursions
Any excursion can be arranged the day before with your service fundi,
and paid at the resort for whichever excursion you choose.

